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A new approach for the design and construction of low noise broadband optical receivers
is presented utilizing distributed ampli®cation based on hybrid integrated technology.
Using extremely low noise PHEMTs as well as appropriate matching circuits between
the photodiode and the distributed ampli®er result in a fairly low input equivalent noise
current (10 pA Hz)1/2). Due to the high capacitance bypass capacitors the lower edge of
the transmission band is decreased which is important for many applications.

1. Introduction
Wideband optical reception is a crucial problem in broadband communication networks.
The present systems usually apply high speed photodiodes resistively matched to the input
of monolithic transimpendance ampli®ers. This approach is widely used because it pro-
vides a rather good performance at low cost. However, the noise in this approach is
relatively high due to the additional noise coming from the matching resistor at the input.
Furthermore, in the case of a monolithic integrated circuit the noise ®gure of the ampli®er
containing PHEMTs is usually higher than that can be achieved by discrete devices. An-
other problem is that the capacitance of the bypass capacitors is limited by the monolithic
technology. Thus the lower edge of the transmission band is at a relatively high frequency.

In this paper a new approach is presented utilizing distributed ampli®cation based on
hybrid integrated technology. Using a microstrip circuitry as well as chip capacitors and
resistors a very compact ampli®er construction is realized and eight octave bandwidth is
achieved.

At the same time the noise performance is also improved by proper matching between
the photodiode and the distributed ampli®er and also by applying reactive termination for
the gate-line in the distributed ampli®er. The noise properties of the developed two-stage
distributed ampli®er can be further improved either by increasing the number of stages [1]
or by choosing better transistors.
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2. Characterization of the pin photodiode
To achieve the desired low noise and broad bandwidth the design of the reactive matching
circuit between the photodiode and the ampli®er requires a sophisticated and accurate
model for the used in photodiode chip. This model provides a starting point for the
development of the broadband optical receiver.

The investigated PD94CP-S12AR1300 type photodiode chip from Opto Speed has an
active area of 12 lm � 12 lm and can work up to 50 GHz [2]. The responsivity and the
microwave re¯ection of the photodiode was tested in the frequency domain at di�erent
bias and illumination conditions [3]. For measurements an HP 8510B Vector Network
Analyzer extended by an HP 83420A Lightwave Component Analyzer was used and the
diode was bonded onto an SMA connector.

Figures 1a, b show the measured responsivity and electrical re¯ection respectively as
functions of the modulation frequency and the external reverse bias voltage (which was
applied to the diode through a 27 kX series resistor).

The frequency of the resonance in Fig. 1b is determined by the bonding inductance and
the diode capacitance. The capacitance strongly depends on the bias conditions. Figure 2a
shows the variance of the capacitance vs. the bias with and without illumination. The
results emphasize the importance of the strong reverse bias voltage applied to the pho-
todiode in order to avoid sudden changes in the diode properties and to achieve large
bandwidth. The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2b was extracted from the measured
electrical re¯ection data by optimization.

3. Design of the hybrid integrated distributed ampli®er
In microwave practice, due to complexity of the structure (especially if the parasitics are
not neglected) the distributed ampli®ers are usually designed by computer optimization.
E�ciency of the computer optimization process strongly depends on the proper choice of
the goal functions. Accordingly a rough estimation of the achievable gain±bandwidth
product is necessary for a given active device.

The stage number in distributed ampli®ers is also an important parameter. The prop-
erties of ampli®ers with various stage numbers are also investigated. An experimental two-
stage low noise distributed ampli®er was designed between 50X terminations. The optical

Figure 1 (a) Measured responsivity, and (b) re¯ection of the bonded 12� 12 lm2 Opto Speed pin photo-

diode chip at different modulation frequencies and external bias voltages (with 300 lW incident optical power).
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receiver was constructed using this ampli®er by optimizing the circuit with reactive ter-
mination at the input.

3.1. Gain-bandwidth considerations
In a lossless distributed element model the gate- and the drain-lines of the ampli®er
comprise transmission lines which are periodically loaded by the input (CGS) and output
(CDS) capacitors of the transistors, receptively. An N-stage con®guration is presented in
Fig. 3a.

The input impedance of the ampli®er (Z0TG) is also the characteristic impedance of a
T-section of the gate-line. A T-section of the gate-line is presented in Fig. 4a.

Using the notations of Fig. 3a, Z0TG is given by [4]

Z0TG � Z0G
2j sin�hG� � Z0GjxCGS�cos�hG� ÿ 1�
2j sin�hG� � Z0GjxCGS�cos�hG� � 1�
� �1=2

�1�

A P-section of the gate-line is presented in Fig. 4b. The characteristic impedance of a
P-section of the gate-line (Z0PG) is given by

Z0PG � j sin�hG�

j sin�hG� � Z0GjxCGS cos�hG� � jZ2
0G

�jxCGS�2
4

sin�hG�

2664
3775
1=2

�2�

Figure 5 shows Z0TG and Z0PG vs. frequency at various gate capacitance (CGS) values if the
physical length of the transmission lines is ®xed. The shapes of the Z0TG and Z0PG curves

Figure 2 (a) Variation of the photodiode capacitance, and (b) equivalent circuit of the photodiode.

Figure 3 N-stage loss free distributed ampli®er (a) distributed element model, and (b) lumped element model.
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are similar to that of a lumped-element arti®cial transmission line [5]. The bandwidth of
Z0TG and Z0PG are de®ned by the frequency where Z0TG becomes zero and the resonance of
Z0PG occurs, respectively. The low frequency values and the bandwidths of Z0TG and Z0PG

are equal. It can be also observed that the increase of the capacitance value causes the
decrease of the Z0TG and Z0PG impedances and the bandwidth.
The increase of the transmission line impedance Z0G compensates the descent of

Z0TG and Z0PG at higher capacitance values and in this way the input impedance
(Z0TG) can be maintained to be equal to the ®xed impedance of the gate-line termi-
nation (ZTG) to avoid unwanted re¯ections. Assuming a ®xed CGS capacitance value of
0.28 pF, Fig. 6 shows Z0TG and Z0PG vs. the frequency at various physical lengths (l )
of the transmission lines. By shortening the transmission lines the total amount of the

Figure 4 (a) T-section, and (b) P-section of the gate-line.

Figure 5 Z0TG and Z0PG of the gate-line at

various CGS capacitance values if the

physical length (l � 7:5 mm) and the

characteristic impedance �Z0 � 50 X� of

the transmission lines are ®xed.

Figure 6 Z0TG and Z0PG vs. the frequency

at various physical length (l) of the trans-

mission lines at a ®xed CGS value of 0.28

pF.
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distributed inductance of the circuit decrease and the e�ect of the loading capacitances
will prevail.

Thus the impedances will decrease. In order to maintain the low frequency value of Z0TG

and Z0PG ®xed, it is necessary again to increase the transmission line impedance (Z0G). We
can also observe that at shorter physical length the bandwidth will be wider.

The impact of the compensation of the impedance descent is investigated in Fig. 7.
Assuming a ®xed capacitance (CGS) value of 0.28 pF, Fig. 7 shows the bandwidth vs. the
physical length of the transmission lines if the low frequency value of Z0TG and Z0PG are
®xed (50X).

We can observe that the bandwidth tends to a maximum if the length tends to zero. At
very short line length (l less than k=8 at cut-o� frequency) the lumped-element description
applies. Hence the upper limit of the so-called bandwidth±impedance product equals to
that of a lossless, lumped-element arti®cial transmission line, which has the same shunt
capacitance value.

Figure 3b presents the model of a lossless, lumped-element ampli®er. Using the nota-
tions of Fig. 3b, the Z0TG and Z0PG impedances of the gate arti®cial transmission line is
given by [5]

Z0TG � LG

CGS
1ÿ x2=x2

cG

ÿ �� �1=2
; Z0PG

LG

CGS
1ÿ x2=x2

cG

ÿ �ÿ1� �1=2
; xcG � 2= LGCGS� �1=2

�3�
At passband (i.e. x < xc ) Z0TG � Z0PG, and the LG inductance is determined by the value
of the capacitance and impedance. So the achievable bandwidth±impedance product is
only dependent on the value of the transistor capacitance.

Due to the same structure all results and conclusions are valid for the drain-line also.
The transimpedance of a lossless ampli®er with transmission lines (Fig. 3a) is given by

ZTr�x� � gmZ0PDZ0TG

2
PTR

XNÿ1
k�0

P k
NGP Nÿ1

ND ; PNG �
cos

hG
2

� �
ÿ j sin

hG
2

� �
Z0G

Z0TG

cos
hG
2

� �
� j sin

hG
2

� �
Z0G

Z0TG

�4�

Figure 7 The bandwidth vs. the physical

length (l) of the transmission lines if the low

frequency value of Z0TG and Z0PG are ®xed

�Z0 � 50 X�.
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PND �
cos

hD
2

� �
ÿ j sin

hD
2

� �
Z0D

Z0TD

cos
hD
2

� �
� j sin

hD
2

� �
Z0D

Z0TD

; PTR �
cos

hG
2

� �
Z0TG ÿ j sin

hG
2

� �
Z0G

cos
hD
2

� �
Z0TD � j sin

hD
2

� �
Z0D

�5�

The transimpedance is proportional to Z0TG and Z0PD impedances, thus the transimpe-
dance±bandwidth product of the ampli®er tends to a maximum if the physical length of
the transmission lines tends to zero. Accordingly, for given transistor capacitances the
transimpedance±bandwidth product of the lumped-element, lossless ampli®er model
which is presented in Fig. 3b, gives an upper limit. Besides, using the lumped-element
model the calculations are much simpler and derives explicit results for the bandwidth and
transimpedance.

Usually, the transistor gate±source capacitance is higher than the drain±source
capacitance, thus the bandwidth±impedance product of the drain-line is higher. Hence,
assuming equal drain and gate impedances (i.e. Z0TD � Z0TG; Z0PG � Z0PG) the band-
width of the drain-line is wider. This condition does not correspond to the maximal
achievable transimpedance±bandwidth product of the ampli®er due to the reserve
bandwidth of the drain-line. The rise of the drain-line impedance decreases the reserve
bandwidth and thus increases the transimpedance±bandwidth product. The transim-
pedance±bandwidth product is maximum if the bandwidth of the gate- and drain-line
becomes equal. However, in microwave practice the output termination of the ampli®er
is 50X. Thus the drain-line impedance is ®xed. Due to the ®xed drain impedance,
seemingly the only possibility to improve the ampli®er's performance is to modify the
impedance or the bandwidth of the gate-line. Nevertheless, the impedance±bandwidth
product of the gate-line is constant due to the constant value of CGS, thus any change in
the gate-line will not improve the transimpedance±bandwidth product of the whole
ampli®er. Precisely, during the change of the gate-line, the transimpedance±bandwidth
product of the ampli®er remains constant until the bandwidth of the drain-line is wider
than the bandwidth of the gate-line. If this requirement is not ful®lled the transimpe-
dance±bandwidth product will decrease.

Hence, assuming a ®xed (50X) impedance the gate-line restricts the performance of the
ampli®er due to its higher shunt capacitance value. Another important conclusion is, that
the transimpedance±bandwidth product can be estimated on a simpli®ed ampli®er model,
in which the gate- and drain-line are identical (including the impedances which are equal
to the ®xed output termination impedance (50X), and the gate-line element values are
substituted (i.e. CDS � CGS; Z0TD � Z0TG;LD � LG).

3.2. Stage number limit
As it is shown in Section 3.1 the Z0T and Z0P impedances of the gate- and drain-line are
varying with the frequency. In practice the ampli®er operate between 50X termination
impedances, thus at higher frequencies the input and the output of the distributed
ampli®er are unmatched. To eliminate the re¯ection and the additional noise cause by this
phenomenon an impedance matching technique should be used, however, in practice it is
di�cult to realize it in a broadband.

Without any compensation the operation frequency range of the ampli®er can be
de®ned by the frequency range where the input and output matching are proper for the
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application. In this case the maximum operation frequency (xCrel) normalized to the cut-
o� frequency (xc) can be expressed as the function of the input re¯ection (C):

xCrel � fCrel � xC

xc
� 2
�C�1=2
C� 1

�6�

In order to achieve better input re¯ection than ÿ20 dB, which could be considered as a
proper input matching, the maximum operation frequency of the arti®cial transmission
line is 57.5% of its cut-o�.

Let us de®ne the transmission of the ampli®er by the transfer impedance. The gain
variance of the distributed ampli®er as a function of the frequency is given by

DZtr�x� � jZtr�x�j
jZtr�0�j ; DZtr�x��dB� � Ztr�x��dB� ÿ Ztr�0��dB�; �7�

If the gate-line cut-o� frequency is lower than that of the drain-line, the transfer gain
variance at the relative frequency (xCrel) can be expressed as

DZtr�xCrel� � 1������������������
1ÿ x2

Crel

q q��������������������
q2 ÿ x2

Crel

q 1

N

Xnÿ1
l�1

exp

�
il
�
U

2xCrel

q

� �
ÿ U�2xCrel�

�������
����� �8�

Where N is the number of the stages and U�x� and q are given by

U�x� � arctan

�
x
�������������
4ÿ x2
p

2ÿ x2

�
; q � xcD

xcG
� CGSZ0G

CDSZ0D
�9�

Equations 8±9. mean that the variance of the gain at xCrel is only determined by the stage
number (N) and by the ratio of the drain and gate cut-o� frequencies. Assuming ÿ20 dB
input re¯ection at xCrel Fig. 8 shows the gain (DZ) at xCrel. The parameter of the curves is
the ratio of the drain- and gate-line cut-o� frequencies.

Figure 8 shows that there is an upper limit of the stage number for given transistor
capacitances and system impedances (given cut-o� ratio), if we specify the maximum value
of the re¯ections and the gain variation.

The ratio of the gate and drain capacitance of the used HP35376 type transistor is 2
(which is a typical value for a microwave HEMT). Applying this transistor in an ampli®er
which operates between identical input and output termination impedances in order to

Figure 8 Stage limit of the distributed

ampli®er.
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achieve a re¯ection value better than ÿ20 dB and a gain variation 0 dB the stage number
of a lossless, lumped-element distributed ampli®er should not exceed 4.

3.3 Gain-bandwidth calculations
For the design of the ampli®er the HP-ATF35376 type PHEMT was chosen as an active
device due to its low noise, low values of parasitics and input and output capacitances. The
transistor model is shown in Fig. 9.

Applying the conclusions of Section 3.1 the gain and the bandwidth of the ampli®er are
estimated on a simpli®ed, lumped-element, lossless ampli®er structure in which the gate-
and the drain-line are identical i.e. CDS � CGS � C; LD � LG � L: Using the gate capaci-
tance value of Fig. 9 (C � CGS � 0:284 pF), the inductance value in a R0 � 50X system is
L � LG � R2

0 C � 0:71 nH and thus the cut-o� is xc � xcG � 2�LC�1=2 � 2p 22:4 GHz,
which does not depend on the stage number.

The parasitics and the losses degrade the performance signi®cantly. The bandwidth is
limited mainly by the e�ect of the series parasitic inductances (LGP; LDP). Assuming
identical gate- and drain-lines (CDS � CGS � C; LDP � LGP � LB; LD � LG � L) the sche-
matic of the investigated ampli®er model with series parasitic inductances is given in
Fig. 10.

The gain in this case is given by [6]

GB�x� � 1

4

L
C

N 2g2
m

1ÿ x2=x2
c2

ÿ �2
1ÿ x2=x2

c1

ÿ �2 exp�ÿj2NHB� �10�

where

hB � 2arctg

"
x=xc��������������������������

1ÿ �x=xcl�2
q #

; xcl � 2������������������������
C�4LB � L�p ; xc2 � 1

�CLB�1=2
�11�

The bandwidth is limited by the ®rst cut-o� frequency (xcl� which is signi®cantly lower
than in the ideal case due to the very strong e�ect of the series parasitic inductance LB.
Substituting the gate element values of the transistor (i.e. C � CGS � 0:284 pF,
LB � LGP � 0:45 nH) and assuming Z0 � 50 X characteristic impedance the calculated cut-
o� frequency of the ampli®er is fc1 � 11:95 GHz. This result also does not depend on the
stage number.

According to the calculations of Section 3.2, in the case of unequal gate- and drain-line
cut-o� frequencies, an upper limit for the stage number exists. Using the capacitance
values of Fig. 9 and neglecting the parasitics, the cut-o� frequencies are equal if the gate-
line impedance is approximately half as much as the drain-line impedance, i.e. at 50 X
output impedance the stage limit is eliminated if the gate- line impedance is 25 X: The gain
reduction caused by the decrease of the gate-line impedance can be compensated by the

Figure 9 Equivalent circuit of the applied

ATF35376 PHEMT from HP.
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possible increase of the stage number. In addition, noise decreases with higher stage
numbers [1].

However, these statements are valid only if the transistor parasitics are neglected. If the
transistor parasitic inductances are introduced, the cut-o� of the gate-line (xc1 in Equation
11) is mostly determined by the parasitic inductance (LB � LGP) and by CGS: The impact of
the interstage inductance (L � LG) is negligible if its value is not higher than 2LB (whose
limit corresponds to a maximal cut-o� frequency change of 22%). Thus in this case the
gate-line cut-o� is independent of the input impedance value and determines the band-
width of the ampli®er. Hence, higher input impedance value is practical to achieve higher
gain. By choosing a 50 X input impedance which corresponds to an L value of 0.71 nH the
condition of L < 2LB � 0:9 nH is satis®ed. Applying the transistor model of Fig. 9 for an
ampli®er which works between 50 X terminations, upper limit of the stage number exists.
If the parasitics are not neglected, computer simulations have shown, that only a two-stage
ampli®er has an acceptable gain ¯atness. Thus the gain was calculated for an ampli®er
which has only two stages.

Due to the same input and output impedances identical gate- and drain-lines can be
assumed for further calculations. The power gain of a lossless, N -stage ampli®er is given
by [5]

G � L
C

g2
mN2

4�1ÿ x2=x2
c�
exp�ÿj2NH� �12�

where

h � 2arctg

"
x=xc�������������������������

1ÿ �x=xc�2
q #

�13�

In our transistor model the transconductance is gm � 57 mS. When the losses are
neglected, this ampli®er produces a gain of 9 dB in two stages between 50 X terminations.

The gain is limited by the losses. Most of the losses is caused by the transistor parasitics
(RG;RDS). The power gain for the lossy case can be calculated by using the equations given
by Wong [5].

Using the above mentioned transistor elements the gain of a two-stage ampli®er op-
erating between 50 X terminations (Z0G � Z0D � 50 X) is approximately 7 dB. In a real
ampli®er the gain may di�er from this value because of the re¯ections in the gate- and
drain-lines. The di�erence is 1±2 dB with a simultaneous gain ripple.

Figure 10 Distributed ampli®er structure with

parasitic inductances.
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3.4. Simulation of the ampli®er
According to the calculated upper limit of the gain and the bandwidth a gain of 8 dB was
chosen as a goal in the 1±10 GHz band during the optimization. The basic structure for the
simulation is shown in Fig. 11 comprising the PHEMT model given in Fig. 9.

Due to large dimensions of the transistor case relatively long drain- and gate-lines are
needed between the consecutive stages. This requirement can be ful®lled by using a low
dielectric constant substrate material like Duroid 5880 which has an er � 2:2: The mic-
rostrip discontinuities and the additional elements were put into the circuit step by step
during the simulation. Tapered lines were introduced for replacing the sudden changes in
the characteristic impedance of the microstrip line caused by its width disturbances. The
®nal layout of the ampli®er is shown in Fig. 12.
The measured gain and noise ®gure are presented in Fig. 13. The gain has a value of

7� 1 dB. The noise ®gure is better than 5.2 dB and has a minimum value of 2.2 dB at 8.5
GHz. The shape of the curve is close to the theoretical one given by [1]. Numerical
calculations have shown that the main contribution to the noise comes from the gate
termination and from the ®rst transistor.

4. Design of the hybrid integrated optical receiver
The design of an optical receiver comprising a pin photodiode and a distributed ampli®er
has a task to match a capacitive current generator (pin diode) to an ampli®er with 50 X
input impedance over a wide frequency range with a simultaneous low noise level. The

Figure 11 Basic ampli®er structure for the simulation.

Figure 12 Layout of the realized hybrid

ampli®er.
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characteristics of an optical receiver are not only determined by the parameters of the
photodiode and the distributed ampli®er, but are also greatly in¯uenced by the matching
circuit between them [7, 8]. The gain and input equivalent noise current of the ampli®er are
compared in di�erent matching con®gurations.

For calculating the input noise current density, the noise sources were modeled
in lumped-element distributed ampli®ers, in which the transistors comprise only the
input and output capacitances and the transcoductance (Fig. 3b). The thermal noise
generated by the resistors was modeled by a parallel noise current source. The noise
equivalent circuit of the transistors comprises two correlated noise sources as shown in
Fig. 14.

The currents of these gate and drain noise sources were calculated using the equations of
Van der Ziel [9] where the parameters R and P are varying with the drain current and the
correlation coe�cient between the gate and drain noise current generators is complex
(c � cr � i ci � 0� 0:35i). For the investigation taking CG � 0:2 pF, CD � 0:1 pF and

Figure 13 (a) The measured gain, and (b) noise ®gure

of the realized ampli®er.

Figure 14 Noise model of the transistor.
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gm � 50 mS as a typical PHEMT value and adjusting LG � 530 pH and LD � 235 pH by
computer optimization, the gain of a two-stage ampli®er is 8 dB, while the input and the
output re¯ections (jS11j and jS22j� are smaller than ÿ20 dB in the frequency range of 0±20
GHz. Figure 15 shows the equivalent circuit and noise model (in this case up to 20 GHz) of
the distributed ampli®er of Fig. 3b.

This general simpli®ed distributed ampli®er model consists of an ideal ampli®er and a
delay line. The noise of the ampli®er is substituted with a correlated voltage and current
noise source pair. These models were used to compare the di�erent interconnections
between a photodiode and an ampli®er. For the comparison of the O/E conversions of the
optical receivers the transimpedance was calculated. Usually the noise properties of optical
receivers are described by the equivalent input noise current. In Fig. 16 four di�erent
matching techniques are presented.

The noise and the bandwidth were compared for all matching methods using the models
shown in Fig. 16. The photodiode is modeled with a parallel capacitor and a current
generator representing the O/E conversion.

The circuit parameters are chosen for maximally ¯at gain (except the resistive matching
where the interconnecting circuit elements are chosen for maximally ¯at input impedance).
Figure 17 shows the calculated transfer impedance and equivalent input noise current
densities of the analyzed circuits. The optical receiver applying resistive matching has 6 dB
less ampli®cation and greater noise than the others. Comparing the analyzed circuits, the
best solution is the non-resistive LC-T section considering both the gain and noise per-
formance. However, in practical cases the equivalent capacitance of a fast photodiode is
small (<0.2 pF). The values of the matching elements are proportional to the photodiode

Figure 15 Equivalent circuit and noise model of the distributed ampli®er.

Figure 16 Different matching circuit con®gurations.
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capacitance hence using a high speed photodiode with low capacitance the values of the
matching elements will be small also. In addition the LC-T type matching circuit has the
lowest element values compared to the other investigated matching types and a complex
structure. Thus the realization of the LC-T type is the most di�cult although it has the
best electrical performances.

5. Optical receiver
Due to realization di�culties the LC-T type matching is unattractive. The performance of
the matching circuit only a series bonding inductance is almost as good as the performance
of the best solution (see Fig. 17) and due to the very simple construction of this method the
realization problems are reduced. The picture of the hybrid integrated optical receiver
using inductive matching is presented in Fig. 18a.

Figure 18b shows the measured responsivity. The frequency response can be further
improved either by tuning or by more accurate realization of the bonding inductance value
between the diode and the ampli®er.

Figure 17 (a) The transimpedance vs. frequency, and (b) equivalent noise current vs. frequency for the four

matching methods.

Figure 18 (a) Picture, and (b) measured responsivity of the photoreceiver.
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5.1 Measurement of the equivalent input noise current density
The noise measurement method is shown in Fig. 19. Due to the low output noise power of
the receiver a very high gain ampli®er is used to detect it by a conventional spectrum
analyzer (HP 8394). As a calibration a 50 X termination is connected to the input of the
high gain ampli®er.

The measured noise power of this case at the input of the spectrum analyzer is used in
Equation 14 to calculate the density of the noise voltage at the output of the optical
receiver.

From these date the equivalent input noise current density can be calculated by
Equation 15 using the value of the transimpedance of the two-stage distributed ampli®er.
For the calculation a receiver output impedance of 50 X is assumed.

V
2

PRout�f � �
4R0�PmeasPR ÿ Pmeas50 X�

DfRBWGA�f � � i50
2R2

0 �14�

ieqPRin
2�f � � V

2

PRout

Z2
tr

�
pA

������
Hz
p �ÿ1=2 �15�

The measured input noise current density is shown in Fig. 20.

6. Conclusions
A hybrid integrated optical receiver utilizing a two-stage distributed ampli®er was pre-
sented. The applied pin photodiode has been investigated at di�erent conditions and an

Figure 19 Noise measurement setup.

Figure 20 Measured input noise current

density.
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accurate equivalent model was developed. A low noise distributed ampli®er was designed
using commercially available encapsulated PHEMTs. The matching between the photo-
diode and ampli®er has been investigated and a proper matching circuit has been chosen.
The optical receiver has a bandwidth of eight octave from 40MHz and low input
equivalent noise.
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